How To Have Massive
Organic SEO Success
In One Year (An A-Z)
by James Welch, Director at Embryo

Introduction
There was once an extraordinarily useful forum post in the early 2000s about the ‘A-Z
of website success’ which was influential to many of the more experienced SEOs still
practicing today. I was one of them.
It was simple, yet informative, which made it beautiful, and this solitary blog post was
undoubtedly a key element for my near 20-year career in the field. I practice much of
it to this day, with obvious additions/omissions as times have changed.
So, I thought that I would create my own, updated A-Z of how to make a successful
website for organic Google success, as of 2021.
I must state that I have tried to make the list items as jargon-free as I could, so that
as many people as possible are able to benefit from the document, should they wish.
I know much deeper detail in all of the points, but expressing this detail would stop
the document doing what it is intended to do - helping as many people as possible rather than flexing any SEO muscle.

How many of the things on the list do you do?

A: Build Content Daily
You can see from the Embryo blog that we make it a ‘metronomic process’ to write a new blog post each working day.
This adds around 200 new pages to our site each year that helps us to be found, and adds to the overall contextuality of our
profile as a digital agency.
Each new member of Embryo understands that they have their part to play in ensuring that the blog is continually updated. By
each team member adding content, the lexicon of words used has a brilliant range to it, making our content extremely diverse.
Not only do we add daily content via our blog, we also produce and add to existing content pages, such as our long-form SEO
page. Although I have chosen the blog post method for Embryo (for various reasons other than SEO), in most cases, content
added to a site should be in the form of extra pages of content about key products/services and their myriad use cases - as
well as adding more and more content to key pages over time.

B: Think ‘Keyword Reach’
For the first three months (minimum) of doing the tasks set out in this list, look at one statistic only - ‘keyword reach’. This is
the total number of keywords that can find your domain. By adding content at the rate that I suggest, your keyword reach will
increase. The greater the increase, the more contextual your website will become about the topic(s) that you want to rank for as long as your content is relatively on-topic, of course.
Don’t even look at keyword rankings in this time - it will probably only make you sad. If you have an already strong website, then
you may see good-to-great ranking leaps in this time period, but for most sites, the only metric that you need to have laser focus
on is keyword reach.
The way that I like to view keyword reach is by using the Ahrefs tool, of which you can see some examples below.
Here is the keyword reach of a real client that followed
many (but not all) of the suggestions on the list you are
currently reading, after around nine months into their
journey. They have moved from being #2/#3 in their
industry, to an increasingly-solid #1 - and this market
position will only solidify by continuing these suggestions.

And here is the same graph, showing only their top 10 rankings
in Google search results - almost three times what they had
12-months prior.

I suspect that much of the work done in the past three-to-six
months of the site has only had a small-medium impact so far,
and this site will continue to increase greatly in success as
time goes on.

How you could visualise keyword reach:

C: Understand that
Contextuality is Crucial
As Google gets smarter, as its algorithms improve, the
contextuality of your pages, sections, and site must increase.
Standing still is not an option. Going slow is not really an option.
We all like to think that we are clever, but we are mere peons to
the geniuses at Google. How they understand the web (and the
things that people want) increases at a much faster rate than
most SEOs and site owners can comprehend.
Contextuality of a website is improved by two things in the
main (but is not limited to):
• On-page content including internal linking strategy
• Inbound link strategy
You need to be producing good, useful, interesting, and longform content on a consistent basis - to match (at a minimum)
the levels (quality and volume) of the leading sites in your

industry. In doing so, you will start to become one of the most
contextual sites about the topics you write about. If you follow
other suggestions in this list, you will also be interlinking your
own content in such a way that improves the context of each
and every page even further. Read the items about internal
linking, link shingling, and mega menus to learn more about this.
Your inbound link strategy should include attaining related and/
or ‘juice-giving’ links that help Google to understand that you
are an authoritative and/or relevant site for them to rank in lofty
search engine positions. In simple terms, the more links that
point to various pages of your site that fit these descriptions,
the more successful that your site will become. Every word you
have written, or will write, becomes more powerful because of
these links.

Juice-giving links are links from websites that themselves have many thousands of links pointing to them - making them full of juice.
Good examples of juice-giving sites are leading newspaper websites, university websites, and government websites to name but
three. Examples of relevant sites in your own sector could be industry news platforms, or the websites of industry bodies.
An example of adding contextuality to a key product or service page on a website:

D: Building a Website
• Simple is best. It always was, it always will be.
• Lighter is best. It always was, it always will be.
•	Useful is best. It sometimes was, it (almost certainly) always will be, moving forward.
Whatever you do, do not ignore these rules. Every single reason for a website not
performing as well as it could do will have its roots in one of these points.
I’ve kept this list item uncomplicated, just like you should do when building a website.

E: Create Long-form
Content
Even though a major study hasn’t been done in a while (and something that I just
never get around to doing myself), back in 2012, SerpIQ (now defunct) reported that
the average number of words on a page in the top 10 across 20,000 keywords was
over 2,000. The top three positions were around the 2,500-mark. See the data here:
I would not be surprised if today, the average word count of positions 1-3 would be
over 3,500 words, with today’s average for top 10 results closer to 3,000 words than
2,000.
Lots of words alone are not a measure of success, of course. There are plenty of SEOs
that have created (isolated) long-form content that has had little impact on results,
but in the main, longer-form content is typically complemented by other good online
marketing activity, which all works together to generate success. Combined with
a good link building strategy, well-written long-form content is extremely hard for
Google not to promote to its visitors.
People tend to trust content that is longer than a typical 500-word blog post, and
the rate of shares, and links to longer content backs this up. Also, I have yet to see a
website filled to the brim with excellent long-form content to not rank well in its niche.

F: Build a Pyramid, not a Skyscraper
Picture a Google algorithm update as a strong wind blowing in. If the wind is strong enough, it could topple a skyscraper,
but could not do the same to a pyramid.
In the west, when we think of growth, we typically think of things rising up - such as a skyscraper. Shortsighted website
owners and SEOs that think in ways that would be considered shortcuts to myself, are likely to be thinking of growing
their site ‘upwards’. For example, someone that thinks of links in a mainly numeric manner is likely to be growing a website
that emulates the (dangerous in this case) properties of a skyscraper. In my own early days as an SEO, whether through
ignorance/and or testing, I too have made the very same mistakes. I woke up on the morning after a Google algorithm
update and felt my stomach sink to the floor. But not for well over a decade. Neither have my clients. Not one.
And this is why you should grow a site as though it were a pyramid. If you do this, then when algorithm updates happen,
you can sleep soundly in your bed while many website owners all over the world will be having the worst of times.

But how do you make a website like a pyramid?
Although I do not remember fully, I am pretty sure that, like the forum post that this list is trying to emulate, I was heavily
influenced by a really good forum/blog post about ‘theming pyramids’ in my formative years as an SEO. It made perfect
sense then, as it does today. In fact, a very recent comment by John Mueller of Google echoed the very same thing.

By covering several of your main topics on the homepage of your website (think of this as the ‘top triangle’ of a pyramid), you then
create sections/pages for each of your key topics (this being the second layer of your pyramid, looking from the top down). Under
each of these topics, you create further, smaller pyramids that break down each subject matter into ever-smaller areas/pages.
The base of your pyramid will be made up of pages that would naturally attract longtail keywords, as they will themselves cover
specific features of topics higher up in the pyramid.

G: Move that Mega Menu!
I hate mega menus! They have very few positives, but have many negatives. One tactic that I have used over the years that
works very well is to change the location of menu HTML to the bottom of a HTML document. By using CSS in a clever way,
you then keep the menu where it normally is in the browser - at the top of the page - so that the user sees nothing different
than they always would have done.
This change makes EVERY page on your site INSTANTLY more contextual - The H1 and first paragraph of every page on the
site will now be so much closer to the top of the HTML document - because all menu HTML will now be at the bottom of the
document.
If you follow other advice on this list, and interlink your pages with links within paragraphs of a page, the links you
create within your content will be so much richer than a simple link in a mega menu structure - and greatly help Google
to understand your site better. This is because these links will be surrounded by useful text in the rest of a sentence/
paragraph, and in many cases, have different link text each time (see ‘link shingling’)
Cultivating Mega Menus
If you have enough time on your hands, you can improve contextuality and theming of areas of your site by cultivating
which menu items appear on each page. For example, If you sell shoes and belts, instead of having a link to every belt
within the mega menu on a shoe page, just have a link within the mega menu to the belt section - and vice versa. You will
have instantly improved the contextuality of each and every page on the site. This almost always turns into improved search
rankings. Cultivation should consist of the removal of unnecessary mega menu links on certain pages, and not, instead,
using ‘no follow’ tags on those links.

An image showing how mega menus can create huge amounts of code that
Google is forced to read before it understands what each page of a website
is really about:

H: Understand Network Science!
If you take the time to understand even the basics of network science, then you
become more knowledgeable about how to make a website successful than all
website owners and SEOs that do not know about it. If you apply it, that is.
Now, I have given several 3-4 hour talks (even a 12-hour talk!) about this subject
matter, and it is a very tricky thing to explain in just a few words. But...essentially,
by understanding the underlying nature of how networks operate, you are able
to much more clearly see why certain websites rank as they do.
Being able to reverse-engineer why the top 10 for a given search phrase is as it
is - within just a few seconds - gives you the understanding of how to remedy
the situation, taking out much, or all of any guesswork. Your quest to rank a site
well becomes a set of actions that you are easily able to create - because your
knowledge of network science has helped you to understand why things are as
they are. And believe me, the reason that we use Google and not Yahoo or Bing,
is because those clever guys at Google used network science to a much higher
level than the others.
The seminal work on this subject matter, in my opinion, is Linked: The New
Science of Networks by Albert-Laszlo Barabasi, and while I am an ebook fan, I
strongly suggest you buy the physical book over Kindle version, as there are
graphs in the book that need to be seen clearly on paper.

In writing so few words about such a complex subject, I can do more damage than good,
so please take my advice and buy the book.

I: Use > Breadcrumbs
When I encounter the team behind a website - especially an e-commerce website - that wishes to start playing with the ‘big boys’,
one of the very first things that I check is to see if they are using breadcrumbs. In many cases, they are not. This happened with a
very well known kitchen company I spoke to recently. Various competition, despite not being anywhere near as big as them offline,
were outranking them in Google searches. Each of the competitor sites were using breadcrumbs, where this long-established
brand was not.
When it comes to breadcrumbs, put yourself in the position of a Google robot. Upon following a link to a webpage about red
cupboards, it would probably say:
[on a site WITH breadcrumbs]:

“Ah, I see that I am a page about red
cupboards, and I belong in the cupboards
section of the site, which belongs to the
furniture section. I know where I am.”

[on a site WITHOUT breadcrumbs]:

“Ah, I see that I am a page about red
cupboards. But where am I?
AAAAAAAAGGGGHHHHHHHHHHH.
Where am I? Where do I belong? Help me!
AAAAAAGGGGHHHHHHHHHHH!”

And in both of those cases, the same scenario happens across every page
of each site. I make several references to contextuality throughout this list,
and the correct use of breadcrumbs adds significant contextuality. Google
loves to know where a page is supposed to be on a website. Breadcrumbs
are such an easy way to show it.

J: Make Speed a Priority
If you don’t know by now that page load speed is (ever-increasingly-so) important to Google, you have been living under a rock.
There are a raft of tools, and Google originally created the AMP framework to enable extremely lightweight versions of slower,
database-driven content.
I could write a LOT of words about the complexities of making a website
faster, but simply put, if your website needs to be successful for the business
as a whole, then you need to make page load speed a priority. It’s a higher
priority than adding that new tool you have been thinking about. It’s a higher
priority than almost anything that you can think of. Every microsecond you
shave off could mean higher rankings in the short, middle, or long term.
Think, if you were Google, based on all the other things that you have read
in this A-Z, would you want to be showing your own visitors websites that
loaded really fast, so that the visitor had a great experience? I would.
If you have ANY doubts that your webpages are loading as fast as they could
do, then do whatever it takes to do to improve it.
Do not mistake a lack of words in this list item for page load speed not being
important. If I was to pick the very first thing to do for most established
websites, page load speed would be it.

K: Do Your Keyword Research
If SEO skills were like the skills of a football player, I would be a player like Michael Owen. I rate myself highly because I have had a
great career.
Like Owen, I have many skills that make me good at what I do. But like Owen, who was terrible at one important thing - heading
the ball, I am terrible at one important thing - keyword research. Because I am bad at it, I tend not to practice it, either. I suspect
Owen didn’t bother practicing headers, too.
So, should you be taking advice from me when it comes to keyword research? The answer is no.

However...
As technologies have improved over the years, you don’t actually
have to be that good at keyword research to know where to look. If
you look in the right place, many of the answers are all given to you.
Using tools like Ahrefs, Google Keyword Planner, and Frase, knowing
what to write about is done with just a few clicks of a mouse.
As you can see from the image below, having typed in ‘mechanical
keyboards’, I am able to see so much information. And the data on
this screen is just the tip of the iceberg. With a few more clicks, I am
able to find out much more detail, and know exactly what I need to
write about, and how to organise a website.

As I said at the beginning of this list point, I am not the world’s best when it comes
to keyword research. However, using the methods in terms of finding what to write
about using the suggested tools, and then creating excellent content around those
keywords, you will not go far wrong. I have had a pretty successful career so far
using these methods, but you could go one better than me, and really understand
keyword research at deeper levels, and get even better results.

L: Get Links IN
By following the advice in ‘H: Understand Network Science!’ on this list, you would get to understand that every network in the
universe follows exactly the same rules. And networks, by nature, are extremely efficient. Larry Page and Sergey Brin knew this,
and so used it as the basis for the rules for their search engine, BackRub Google.
As I have said elsewhere in this A-Z, Google understanding network science, and how ‘nodes’ with better content gain more links
than ‘nodes’ with lesser content (think of the air traffic to Las Vegas versus that of Blackpool), was at the heart of why their search
engine provided excellent results from the off. And why it literally killed the competition off.
So if you simply get more links than other websites, you’ll get to the top of Google searches? Right?
If only it was that easy...
If the number of links was the entire metric for success in Google’s search engine, then the world would be a weird place. Firstly,
not all links have equal value. A link from a university website would almost certainly be seen as more valuable than a link from a
music teacher’s website. Not because (as many SEOs would have you believe) that it is from a website ending with .edu/.ac.uk,
but because there will be many times more links pointing toward the university site than a music teacher’s website.
So at the core of the Google algorithm is that links from webpages with better content will be better for you than links from
webpages with lesser content. With content assumed to be better/worse depending on the number of links that a webpages has
pointing towards it.
This would explain (of the reasons) why links from newspaper websites (see ‘N: Do Digital PR’ item on this list) would be useful to
have pointing toward you.

But this is of course, only part of the picture
Because we humans are a naughty bunch, people try to manipulate links. By creating devilish schemes such as paying for links from
important websites, or creating/using ‘farms’ of websites to attract more links, Google has to use other metrics (such as many
of the items on this list), to mitigate any monkey business. In the past, Google has been woefully incorrect many times in ranking
whole industries, but as each day goes by, they are getting better and better at it.
By using things such as social media activity,
how users use a particular website (and how
many of them use it), by checking to see
how well content reads, how well the author
knows a subject matter, how fast a webpage
loads, how contextual a page is, how well a
site taxonomy is built, and of course, many
other things, Google is able to rank billions
of webpages in such a way that the general
public are very happy with how their search
engine works.
And the general public are not very happy
about many things these days!
Google is a huge success - and it all works
because of the bedrock of how sites link to
each other. So start today. Get more links ideally from websites that have lots of links
themselves.

M: Get Links OUT
There are far too many SEOs/website owners that think they will
lose visitors or rankings if they link out to other sources. Pfffttt.

opinion. It is harder to create several links (to relevant and/or useful
webpages) in a web document than it is to link to none at all.

Think about this for a moment...which website do you visit
several times per day/week, and is chock-full of links to other
sources, yet you keep going back again and again?

This does not mean that you should - purely for SEO reasons go away and add a few links out from every page of your site
(although it would help a little), it means that you should change
your mentality to make linking out to useful sources a part of how
you create content on your site.

That’s right, Google.
The point being is that when you link to good sources of
information, you start to be thought of as a subject matter
expert. How else would you know which resources to link
to? People go back to Google again and again because the
information that they send you to is so good.
Linking out to useful sources will never ever see you punished.
Remember, this thing we all use every day is coined, ‘the web’.
Without links in abundance, the web would be, well, like using
Google Drive. It simply wouldn’t work at scale.
And, following on from other points in this A-Z, Google is likely
to reward websites that link out to useful resources. In fact, it
would be pretty stupid to NOT reward this activity, in my humble

N: Do Digital PR
Digital PR is a relatively new phrase in the world of SEO and online marketing. What it effectively boils down to, in ‘brass tack’ terms,
is ‘to get links from strong news websites’. That is an awfully crude way of explaining digital PR, I have to admit, but a digital PR
campaign that generates few or no links at all is considered an unsuccessful campaign. Links are ultimately how digital PR campaigns
will be judged. Coverage is a distant second, whatever your views.
If you are Google, and you want to know which of two relatively similar sites to rank the highest, it makes good sense (in most
situations), that the site that has the most links from well-regarded news sites would be the best to deliver to your visitors. Why?
Because a site with several mentions across press outlets is more likely to be a real, ‘bricks and mortar’ company, with a customer
service department and experience, lots of customers, and so on. There is much less chance of it being an affiliate site, ran by an ‘SEO
geek’ out of his/her bedroom, drop-shipping products. I should know - I once was this geek!
Alongside other suggestions in this list, a healthy profile of links (and coverage) from national news websites, specialist news sites/
blogs, news sections of industry body sites, and local news outlets not only helps Google with appropriating authority to a website,
but also improves the likelihood of a website belonging to a firm of some repute.
Learn what is newsworthy content (more difficult than you may think)
I think I’m moderately clever. I think I know what kind of content works on the web. However, I know nothing of how the mind of a
journalist works - and this is a very different thing than knowing how to make a website successful. What I think is an excellent piece
of content is not the same as how many journalists would see it.

At Embryo, we hired an excellent head of digital PR, and she has taught me that
understanding how journalists think is a skill all of its own. I’m lucky that I have
someone to call upon to (literally) rip apart my ideas when they don’t fit the criteria.
If you don’t have the luxury of your own head of digital PR, then read plenty of blog
posts written by journalists about what they like to cover, and how they like a story
to be pitched to them.

Digital
PR

SEO/
Content
Strategy

O: Know about Ontologies
An ontology can be defined as, “a set of concepts and
categories in a subject area or domain that shows their
properties and the relations between them”.

stores, where he could be just like all the other customers - his
(and their) focus, would be on which game(s) to buy, while also
trying out games that would be on demonstration.

Like many things in our world, you will go far by having just a
basic grasp of why ontologies are important to SEO. My own
understanding of ontology, while pretty deep in 2010, has
waned somewhat, but I still have enough of a grasp of what to
do - and what not to do when it comes to creating a website
that Google will love to eat.

A film buff would know that he was the voice of the animated
professor in the film, A.I. Artificial Intelligence, or that certain
scenes in Aladdin were drawn around his ad-libbing, rather than
him simply recording structured dialogue. A real film/Williams
buff would also know about his impromptu visit to Christopher
Reeve (who he went to college with), pretending to be a
proctologist, which was the first time that Reeve had laughed
since finding out that he would be paralysed for life.

In essence - and this is a very simplified way to explain
using ontology - when writing a web document, the more
interrelated items that you use within the text, the more that
you will be perceived to understand the subject matter.
For example, if you were tasked with the unfortunate job of
writing the obituary of a famous person such as Robin Williams,
you would likely cover many of the films and TV shows that he
acted in. You would also write about his standup routines, no
doubt. But there would be several other things about Robin that
are not so common knowledge, such as his love for computer
gaming. He was known to spend lots of time in computer game

Now, when it comes to Robin Williams (or any keyword phrase
that you wish to use, from ‘Bramley apples’ to ‘curtain rails’),
Google will have an ontology of the words that relate to each.
I like to think of this as a series of concentric circles, with most
important relationships to the core keyword closer to the
centre. So when you write a document, and don’t include core
elements of the ontology for that phrase, it could be argued
that you don’t know the subject matter as much as authors of
web documents that include them do.

And in reverse, if you write about a subject matter in such a way
that Google thinks, “this author really knows their stuff”, you are
much more likely to be successful with the content you write.

double that (or longer) of the university student, covering a
much wider array of references that would leave a stamp of
extreme superior knowledge of the subject matter.

If you then apply this to every sentence, paragraph, and
webpage on your site, across myriad core terms that you wish
to rank for, you can see how and why using ontologies to your
advantage will help your website to success.

And with the wonderful tools that we have at our disposal, the
content team at Embryo are able to produce content that is a
lot more ‘geneticist’ than ‘generalist’. Because we understand
the power of ontology in reference to SEO, and have tools
that allow us to visualise such things, we are able to produce
content that builds authority, and lots and lots of searches that
find the documents that we create.

Another example of how to explain ontology
Here’s a real example that I use to explain why the content we
write at Embryo is not ‘just words on a page’.
As a generalist content writer, if you were asked to ‘write an
article’ about DNA, you would do some research on the web, and
write about it. Because no word limits had been set, you would
probably write as much as you could get away with, without it
looking too short. You would include terms and references that
you had seen on other websites, not really knowing any of the
subject matter at more than the surface level.
However, someone at university studying biology would
probably write a document twice the length of your document,
and it would be filled with the same references that you used,
but also many more pertinent references relating to various
aspects of biology and a greater knowledge of DNA.
But then, if a geneticist, with 30 years experience in the field
was to take on the same task, their article would likely be

P: Create Pages with Small File Sizes
Over time, the average file size of a webpage has increased to
around 2mb, according to the HTTP archive. You can see how
file sizes have grown over the years on this graph.

at this, of course, but by setting such a stringent target, we
generally produce much lighter pages than the vast majority of
web pages out there.
It is very easy to add functionality (with bloated code) to your
web pages. It is very easy to add a function to one page that
is then resident across all other pages of a site, even though it
is not needed. Do this just a few times, and you have a website
is way thicker around its middle than it should be. Each and
every time that Google visits the pages of your site, it has to
traverse this extra fat, which could so easily be avoided. This
‘computing time’ of the search bots could be much better
spent by speeding through a greater number of (less heavy)
pages of your site in one go.

At the time of writing (early 2021), I still ask my own
development team to create pages around the 300kb mark
- and I’m still not happy with that number. They mostly fail

Would Google prefer a competitor’s webpage of 450kb over
that of your bloated 1.8mb webpage? Almost certainly. Multiply
this by every page on both sites, and you can see how things
could start to have an impact.
Lighter is better. Do it if you can.

Q: Ensure Your Site is ‘Living and Breathing’
A thing that I cannot prove, but I am certain of, is that Google
takes into account signals that show if a website is ‘living and
breathing’ (a real company) over a site that is just there to gain
rankings (an affiliate site, perhaps). Google has never wanted
affiliate websites at the top of its rankings. It wants real, ‘bricks
and mortar’ companies, as there is a much higher chance
that they will offer its (Google’s) visitors a better customer
experience. If a better customer experience is had, then
people will come back to Google again and again.

signals that show you are ‘living and breathing’ - is a good
way for Google to perhaps do a decent percentage of the
heavy lifting when it comes to ranking a site. But what are
those signals?

What is ‘canteen theory?’

Well, the first rule is to think ‘what signals can a ‘real’
company send/receive, that an affiliate cannot?’. What can
the archetypal ‘SEO geek’ in his/her bedroom - having built
an affiliate site - not replicate? Well, lots of social activity
(back and forth), several pieces of press coverage, top tier
memberships of industry bodies, mass charity activity, several
members of a company on LinkedIn, links/mentions in social
media bios, and things like this, are just a some things that are
hard for one person to replicate. It makes absolutely perfect
(common) sense for Google to use some, all, or many more
things like this for it to be able to rank industries in such a way
that it’s hard to see it ever losing its monopoly.

‘Canteen theory’ alludes to Google’s (smart) aim to work
out just how large the canteen is at the company behind a
website. The larger the canteen, the more staff a company
is likely to have - and the more trust Google will likely put
behind a brand. So finding out the size of your canteen - from

A good example of canteen theory is the now defunct
‘Phones4U’ company. Phones4U also owned Dialaphone - a
once very prominent pay monthly company who’s (almost)
sole marketing tactic was to display ads in multiple national
newspapers on a daily basis. While the very same search/

This is one of the core reasons that Google became the
overwhelming market leader in search. It uses common sense
- not just website features and link numbers alone - to rank
websites. I have used the term ‘canteen theory’ for many years
to explain how Google is able to rank the web with much more
proficiency than competitors.

online tactics were used to promote both brands (by the same
marketing team), Phones4U was several times more successful
than Dialaphone. The marketing team (and managing director
at the time) couldn’t understand what they were doing wrong.
The key difference was that Phones4U advertised on TV, had
highly-active social media channels, had radio ads, was talked
about in various media because of its quirky ad campaigns,
had a few hundred stores that would be talked about in
local press or would even be mentioned in platforms such as
Twitter. Messages like “I think the blonde bird in the Hanley
Phones4U store is fit” (a real example, by the way) could
simply never happen for Dialaphone. You couldn’t walk past
one of its stores, as it didn’t have any.
Even though Dialaphone staff (all four of them), and Phones4U
staff shared the same building, there was no canteen for
Dialaphone. Yet the canteen for Phones4U was pretty big
indeed...
Is your site seen as ‘living and breathing’ to Google? How big
does your canteen seem to Google? What could you do to
emphasise just how large your company is? How can you make
your company seem larger than it is?

R: Create a Beautiful
Irregularity of Page Shapes
If you printed out each of the pages on your site, pinned them
to a wall, and looked at them all from around two meters away,
would they look largely similar? Would they all have the same
header, and then a series of sections like this?:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Heading banner
Title
Two paragraphs
Stock Image
A list of features
Another image
A footer

If you said yes, then your site is like 98% of the websites that
exist today.
Now imagine the Google spider chomping through your site.
If you are in the 98%, the ‘meals’ you provide to it - by way of
each of your pages - could be seen as the equivalent of you

eating only boiled rice every day for the rest of your life. It
feeds you, but it quickly becomes boring.
Think of each page of your site as a meal for Google to eat.
Sometimes you should give it steak, sometimes chicken, and
sometimes farva beans and a nice chianti. Make it interesting.
Mix it up a little. Use two columns on some pages, three on
another. Place images in different places. Use elements that
break up content. When all this is done with the addition of
great content, beautifully-crafted internal and external linking,
you make things VERY interesting for Google as it travels
around the site - and it will greatly welcome it.

S: Apply ‘Link Shingling’ Across Your Site
When linking to pages within your site, I strongly advocate
using something that I call ‘link shingling’. By this, I mean to link
to the a page from multiple other pages, but with different (and
relevant) link text each time. This will help Google to understand
the target page more, and also help it to understand the site as
a whole that little bit more, too.
Let’s say you run a home cinema conversion website, in which
you travel to a person’s house, and convert an existing room to
a home cinema. I use this example as I am converting my own
garage to a home cinema as I write this list.
All home cinema conversion websites have a ‘portfolio’ page/
section on their site, showing off past examples of their work.
Instead of simply linking to this page with the text of ‘portfolio’
each time, the following examples would help to add more
contextuality, as you can see:
•	See how we converted a barn into a cinema on our portfolio.
•	Perhaps you would like an attic converted into a home
cinema, like our clients in Essex.

•	A basement cinema conversion would be the envy of your
friends and family.
•	Many people have now turned their garage into a home
cinema, and you can see several examples on our portfolio.
Now, instead of just the word ‘portfolio’, there are nine or so
keywords among just those four links that help Google to
understand pages of the site so much more than they would do
otherwise.
Now there is much more of a chance that when someone
searches for ‘basement home cinema’, they will find your site.
Multiply this by every word used in the list of shingled keywords
used to link to a page.
And when you see just how ‘un-shingled’ the internal links are
across your site, it should make you wince to see just how much
contextuality you are leaving on the table.

An example of shingling. Notice how the red circle (e.g.
the word ‘sprocket’) is in each link text (represented by
shapes), but each time is surrounded by different shapes
(representing different words):

T: “The Harder it is to do,
the More that Google Rewards it”
I have used this phrase possibly for 20 years, and it is as true
today, as it was when I first said it.

• Writing 3,000+ words about a product

Google’s organic aim - I believe - is to replicate common sense,
or the ‘wisdom of the crowd’. The better it does this, the better
search results that are delivered to visitors.

• Getting a 95+ score on Google Lighthouse

And in its quest to replicate common sense, it is almost certain
to reward work that is harder to do over work that (almost)
anyone could do. Things like:

• Writing 3,000+ words on many pages of a site

•	Having 300+ people enter a competition posted on social
media - multiple times
•	25+ staff members add the company to their current place of
work on LinkedIn
•	Links from most major newspapers, in stories covering stories
about the business
• Links from prominent industry body websites
• Several genuine testimonials
•	Showing membership emblems from various industry bodies,
accreditations, business groups etc. on their site
•	Charitable endeavours made by staff members reported on in
local press and charity websites - multiple times

Some of the items here are very natural for companies of a
certain site to naturally achieve as part of their journey. Some of
the items here are very hard for a person running an affiliate site
to replicate consistently. This is why these types of things are
likely to help a site rank better than a site that does not/cannot
do the same.
If you have two website tasks that you find as equally important
as each other, do the one that is harder to do. Google will
probably appreciate it more.

U: Create a Guest Blog Post Strategy*
When you write guest blog posts, try to ensure that the post
that you write/pay-for has several links within it to similar and/
or useful webpages. Let me explain.
How many guest/paid-for blog posts are written each day
with just one link to a site? “Too many” is the answer. In all
probability, over 99% from my own experience. This is so, so
easy for Google to spot from a mile away - while wearing an
eye-mask made of lead.
Now, if you paid for a guest post with a link to your own
site and say, eight other relevant links - perhaps even to
competitors in another country, industry blogs, news sites,
relevant news stories on national newspaper sites, your
post would look a LOT more like a useful post to Google. It
would look like it’s been crafted - and would look exactly the
opposite to a guest or sponsored blog post. It would be so
incredibly hard for Google to tag it as a non-useful document.
Easy Rule of Thumb for Paid/Guest Blog Posts
If you look at the homepage of a blog that you are thinking
of paying for/guest blogging on, and the subject matters of
the latest blogs differ wildly in their subject matter (e.g. the

benefits of memory foam mattresses, and ‘10 ways to choose
the right car’), then there is a 90% chance that you should end
your interest there. There are always exceptions, of course.
But this simple rule will stand you in good stead, and keep you
away from ‘bad juju’.
*Guest blog posts are not the be all and end all of link building.
Despite what some say, they still work perfectly well as part
of your overall link building strategy - especially if you follow
what I say here.

V: Read 1,000 blog posts
Yes, you read correct. Read 1,000 blog posts about SEO/growth-hacking/building your site.
Why? So that you learn that 900 of those posts are pretty useless - and why they are.
Of the 100 left, 50 will be good and insightful. The remaining 50 could make you a fortune - and change your life. It happened to me.
There’s beauty in the act of your mind ‘self-sifting’ and organising information each time you read a new blog post to increase your
subject matter knowledge. Perhaps just as important is learning what to discard.
There is a bittersweet feeling of reading 1,000 blog posts. It is necessary to do, so that you know what is good - but sad that you will
have had to have to have read so much ‘hot air’.

W: Get links from friend’s websites
Getting a link from your friend’s website is NOT ‘cheating the
system’ as some misinformed SEOs still say to this day. I see this
incredibly bad advice often. Google has never once said to not
ask your friend with a shoes website to link to your mechanical
engineering website. Why on earth would Google punish you
for such a thing? Are you not allowed to have friends? How
many times do you find good deals, good sources of info, jobs
etc. from a friend (or friend of a friend)? A lot, is the answer.
Every business owner that I have met in my career has had
friends that would most certainly link to their site - they just
need to be asked. Sometimes several friends are able to create
a link - sometimes in the form of a testimonial, or simply as part
of a list of sites that they find useful.
In most cases, the friend’s business will also be located in the
same, or neighbouring town. So a link will probably add to the
contextuality of a site in the form of ‘cementing’ the location

that your own website is located in. The more Google is able to
ascertain these things, the more trust that it can put in you to
rank for things relevant to local people. Please don’t ever be put
off by extremely poor advice about getting links from a friend’s
website!
However, if you have 630 close friends with websites, you
probably need to think about my advice differently. But I doubt
this scenario very much.

X: Create the Best/Longest/Most
Interesting ‘x’ on the Internet
It is always an aim of mine - for any website that I am serious
about - to create a content asset that is the best of its kind on
the entire web.
Perhaps the longest (in terms of word count) guide to shoes
on the web would be a great asset - if you run a shoe site, of
course. Or perhaps even the best directory of magicians in
the world - if you sell magic tricks.
There are many reasons for creating such an asset (or five), with
just one reason being them becoming a good way to gain links
naturally, or via outreach.
But there are many other good reasons to create useful/fun/
interesting assets. Believe it or not, a web asset to be proud of
helps the people within a company to be more confident about
what is possible to do on the web. Being able to say things
like, “did you see our guide to the best used cars in the UK in
2021?” when talking with people, can send a conversation in all

manner of positive directions. Such assets are almost certainly
going to add an extra element of contextuality to a site, too.
In every mature industry/sector on the entire web, the leading
sites will undoubtedly have such an asset - and probably
several. Try and find an industry where this is not the case - you
may be some time.
Another real useful aspect of creation of an asset is to see how
it ranks for its main keyword - without any external links - which
can often give an indication of the authority of the website it is
hosted on.

Y: Create an Asset Matrix
To give you a good amount of direction in terms of building features on your website, it is a good idea to create what I call an ‘asset
matrix’. Create a simple table, and find the top 10 sites for your most important keyword(s). List each site on its own row.
Then add the following columns:
Asset 1, Asset 2, Asset 3, Asset 4
Assets could be items such as an active news section, a well-done interactive portfolio, a series of guides, an interactive tool to help
you decide the product/service that you may need, a long-form ‘how to’, videos, interviews, FAQs, and even useful case studies.
By the time you have completed the asset matrix, you should have a solid idea of the site features that you would like to add to your
site to make it much more useful than it is today.
If you find that are only a few good assets within the top 10 sites, then perhaps you should see this as an opportunity. It is an
extremely rare occurrence, however.

Z: Add More Content
• You will likely be unsuccessful by creating little content.
•	You will likely be successful by creating lots of content. And if that
content is of good quality, then you are likely to be very successful.
• Add more content to your site. Every day, if you can.

Summary
Do these things well and your site will be a great success. It is much harder
for a site NOT to be a success having done some or all of these items.
In what form success manifests itself will be dictated by many things that
occur between now and then...but it WILL be very successful.

